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Abstract
This paper presents a critical review of the extant literature on policy transfer. The aim is to classify transfer literature into waves, highlight the problems with the existing waves and propose a new wave that addresses the limitations in the extant literature. The purpose is to make theoretical contribution to the literature on policy transfer especially in the areas that the existing waves have ignored. The first part of the paper is organised around concepts associated with the extant literature on the first wave of policy transfer. The focus is on the work of Rose (1991, 1993) on lessons drawing as a driver to Dolowitz and Marsh (1996, 2000) famous literature on policy transfer. This is then followed by the second wave of policy transfer literature. The focal point of the second wave is a critique of the literature on the first wave of policy transfer. Following on for this second wave of policy transfer literature is a new wave that addresses the problems raised in the extant literature on the first and second waves of policy transfer. This is important because it provides the opportunity to cover the limitations of the first and second waves literature on policy transfer and make theoretical contributions.
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Introduction
In the era of globalisation, policy making is no longer an exclusive right of the national governments in both the global north and the global south. Policy ideas, institutions, public
sector reform, programs and e-government strategies are in many cases sourced outside national boundaries to solve domestic problems especially in LDCs across Africa. Many of such reforms are inspired by the ideas of new public management and e-government strategies in the continent. New Public Management (NPM) and e-government strategies originated mainly from the European countries and the USA in the global north. Evidence across Africa shows that domestic policy actors recognised the challenges of service delivery in the continent and identified the need for international solutions to solve domestic problems even with no clear evidence that the so called global solutions can address domestic peculiar challenges. However, in most cases, the transfer of such USA and Europe formulated solutions was mainly conditional rather than voluntary engagement by the African local policy actors. This is the case because donors used financial aid, loan and technical assistance as conditions for policy transfer and public sector reforms across the continent (Anonymous, 2018).

The transfers were based on the number of assumptions. These include: that LDCs across Africa given their economic conditions, would effectively implement such reforms for fear of losing the much needed financial aids, loans, and technical assistance that come as a condition for program and reform acceptance. This is in line with the argument that a “…political leader in a Third World country has little alternative but to accept the policies imposed by the World Bank or the IMF given that the consequences of refusal are deepening debt and economic and, probably, political crisis” (Dolowitz and Marsh, 1996:245). This made donors the major agents of policy transfer and public sector reforms from the global north to LDCs in Africa. However, as this study demonstrates that the use of conditions to enforce policy transfer from the global north to Africa may not necessarily lead to the expected outcomes of implementation. This is because domestic non-elite policy actors not international donors implement public sector reforms in Africa.

The second assumption is that local contextual factors are suitable for the implementation of the USA and Europe formulated policy across Africa. This made international policy actors to overlook the domestic contextual factors, and only coerce local political office holders to accept international reforms without engaging other critical domestic non-elite policy actors before the adoption of the transfer. This paper argues that the effective roll-out of reform strategies from the global north is not an automatic process even when conditions were attached to the policy transfer in Africa. This is the case because country’s specific infrastructures, political commitment, and the citizens’ acceptance of reforms matter for the effective roll-out of reform strategies across Africa (Anonymous, 2018; Benson, 2018; Tambulasi, 2011).

This paper classifies the extant literature on policy transfer in first, second, and third waves. It highlights their key arguments and limitations and proposes a new wave that addresses the lacuna in the extant literature on policy transfer.

**The First Wave Literature on Policy Transfer**

The aim of this section is to review the extant literature on the first wave of policy transfer. The section begins by referencing the work of Rose (1991, 1993) on lesson drawing because
Dolowitz and Marsh (1996) well-known literature on policy transfer benefited for the most part from Rose’s work.

The work of Rose (1991, 1993), Dolowitz, and Marsh (1996, 2000) are regarded in this study as the first wave literature on policy transfer. These literature represent the earliest work on the concepts of lesson-drawing and policy transfer as alternatives to domestic policy development across political systems. While the scope of the two literature vary, they are all concerned with a process in which public sector reform strategies in one political system in the past or present is used in development of reform ideas in another jurisdiction (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Rose, 1991). This means that when governments are faced with problems, their policy makers can learn lessons on how their counterparts in other political systems responded to such problems and solved them.

Lesson drawing has been described by Rose as: ‘…a short cut, utilising available experience elsewhere to devise a programme that is new to the agency adopting it and attractive because of evidence that is has been effective elsewhere’ (Rose, 1991:7). It implies a voluntary engagement by policy actors in search of solutions to solve domestic problems. The reason for policy transfer from another political system can also be coercive or conditional depending on the drivers propelling policy actors to engage in such exercise. It is in this context that Dolowitz and Marsh (1996) preferred not to use the concept of lesson drawing and policy transfer interchangeably. This is the case because lesson drawing focuses only on voluntary transfer while the concept of policy transfer in the first wave literature includes: voluntary and coercive drivers for policy transfer (see Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; 2000).

In the first wave literature on policy transfer, the search for satisfaction across time and space by the relevant policy actors has been identified as one of the reasons for transfer to occur (Rose, 1991, 1993). In addition, the literature places: ‘…more emphasis upon how governments, international organisations and transnational companies can push other governments into policy transfers’ (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996:344). As a result, the first wave literature prioritises the external drivers for policy transfer and ignored the critical domestic factors that can cause policy transfer to occur with or without international pressure for reform especially in LDCs (Anonymous, 2018).

Similarly, the first wave literature assumed that the use of coercive modalities of transfer by donors or direct policy imposition can push government in LDCs to effectively implement transferred policies when the issues relating to incomplete, uninformed and inappropriate transfers are addressed (see Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996, 2000). But this study demonstrates that domestic factors and actors not international pressures shape the outcome of implementation of transferred policies across political systems especially in Africa. The critical concepts that emerged from the first wave literature on policy transfer that are related to the causes of policy transfer and the factors that shaped the outcome of transfer are analytically discussed below.

**Coercive Policy Transfer**

Coercive policy transfer is a direct imposition of policies or reform strategies on one political
system by international donor organisations and countries. It is an external driver for policy transfer and public sector reform across political systems. This causes policy transfer when governments and international institutions force another government to adopt a policy or institution against their will and the will of their people (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; 2000). Coercive transfer: ‘…entails a compulsion to conform and the use of power’ (Stone, 2000:49) by powerful political systems and institutions to ensure compliance. It is in this context that Dolowitz and Marsh (1996:347) argued that the most direct method of coercive transfer is: ‘…when one government forces another to adopt a policy’.

Coercive approach to policy transfer was common during the colonial era across Asia and Africa. This is because the colonial powers used their military might to ensure compliance in their colonial territories. In this context, Stone (1999:55) argues that: ‘…the era of imperialism of last century resulted in significant coercive transfers of legal codes, parliamentary institutions, currencies and bureaucratic structures in the European colonies of Asia, Africa and Latin America’. Britain transferred its Westminster model of public service during the colonial regime and the parliamentary democracy at independence to her former colonies and many countries across Africa (Adebayo, 1981; Adegoroye, 2006). The problem is that coercive policy transfers are no longer common across political systems in the 21st century. This is the case because many political systems are sovereign entities that cannot easily be coerced into adopting policies against their will. Thus, the emphasis in the first wave literature on the coercive modalities as a major external driver for policy transfer across LDCs is no longer tenable. It is highly contestable because all political systems in Africa are sovereign entities, so none is still under colonial regime across the continent.

Another limitation of the first wave literature on policy transfer is that it assumes the use of coercive force by donors to impose policy transfer across political systems would lead to an effective implementation of the transferred policies (see Benson, 2018; Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996, 2000). This is the case because failure to implement donors’ conditions and reform would lead to economic and political crises in LDCs. The first wave literature on policy transfer emphasis that external factors are not only pivotal in pushing Africa governments to accept international consensus but to also implement them (see Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Rose, 1991). Consequently, the first wave literature on policy transfer placed more emphasis on donors’ conditions as both the causes of transfer and the determinants of the outcome of implementation of transfer across LDCs. As a result, it ignores the relevance of local contextual factors and the role of non-elite domestic actors as causes of transfer and the determinants of the effective implementation of the transferred policies across political systems in Africa.

Voluntary Policy Transfer/Lessons-Drawing

The second driver for transfer identified in the first wave literature on policy transfer is: ‘…some form of dissatisfaction or problem with the status quo’ (Dolowitz & Marsh: 1996:346). Voluntary policy transfer occurs in the absence of both direct and indirect imposition of policy on one government by one or more political systems and institutions (see Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Rose, 1991, 1993). This form of transfer happens when
government policies stop delivery solutions to old problems or are consider not good enough to solve both old and new domestic challenges. It is in this context that Rose (1991:10) suggests that: ‘...when confronted with dissatisfaction, policymakers will search for something that will work, that is, be effective in dispelling dissatisfaction’. Dissatisfaction comes from the perception by government or the citizens of policy failure which would make policy actors to engage in a search for solutions.

Similarly, the first wave literature on policy transfer emphasis that the desire for international acceptance and the emergence of an international consensus would act as a voluntary driver for policy transfer to occur (see Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Rose, 1991). This is the case because country would adopt transfer to avoid lagging behind other countries that have already implemented the internationally endorsed policy. As a result, national governments could respond to international pressures to implement internationally endorsed reform strategy without being forced to do so by the donor organisations and countries (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Rose, 1991). In addition, the potential mobility of multi-national business organisations from a political system can force government to transfer and implemented policies capable of attracting new businesses and the old ones to remain (Bennett, 1997). The argument for voluntary policy transfer as a driver and a determinant of the outcome of transfer is that: ‘...not only are there common problems but also a common response, regardless of partisan values or political cultures’ (Rose, 1991:9).

The problem is that this argument ignores other local factors capable of compelling local policy actors to engage in a search for quick solutions to solve domestic problems. It also assumes that when policy actors engage in a voluntary search for satisfaction as a result of dissatisfaction with the status quo, it would automatically lead to an effective roll-out of the transferred policies. In addition, the literature prioritises dissatisfaction with the status quo as a determinant of the outcome of implementation of the transferred policies across political systems especially in Africa. Dissatisfaction is one of the explanatory variables for the causes of policy transfer but is not a determinant of the outcome of the effective implementation of transfer in LDCs. As this study demonstrates, critical domestic factors and actors are the determinants of the outcome of transfer not dissatisfaction with the status quo in Africa.

In addition, a key limitation of the first wave literature on policy transfer is that it focuses more on the voluntary policy transfer between developed countries (see Evans & Davies, 1999; Evans, 2004). As a result, policy transfer activities across LDCs especially in Africa are reasonably under-researched.Consequently, many of the key assumptions and conclusions of the extant literature on policy transfer are based on the experiences of countries in the global north not on empirical findings in political systems in Africa. However, the experiences of countries in the global north on policy transfer may not necessarily be the same with countries in the global south. This partly explains why some of the assumptions about policy transfer in Africa in the extant literature are contestable.

**Actors Involved in Policy Transfer**

The literature on lesson drawing identifies epistemic communities and intergovernmental institutions as different categories of policy actors involved in transfer from one jurisdiction...
to another (Rose, 1991, 1993). Other agents of policy transfer identified in the first wave literature on policy transfer include: ‘…elected officials, political parties, bureaucrats/civil servants, pressure groups, policy entrepreneurs/experts, and supra-national institutions’ (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996:345). The roles of these actors as agents of policy transfer across political systems have been examined in the first wave literature on policy transfer (see Rose, 1991, 1993; Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996, 2000). These policy actors play important role in the spread of policies, programs, institutions among others across political systems especially from the global north to Africa. What has not been discussed perhaps is how domestic non-elite policy actors shaped the outcome of implementation of transferred policies and reform strategies across political systems in Africa.

The problem is that the first wave literature on policy transfer prioritises the role of elite actors in policy transfer. It places more emphasis on the role of international donor organisations and countries at the expense of the key role domestic actors play in policy transfer in Africa. Consequently, it neglected the critical role of non-elite actors in shaping the outcome of implementation of the transferred policies across political systems in LDCs. However, increasingly, domestic policy actors such as career public servants, political parties, academics, policy experts, students among others are engage in policy transfer from the international arena into their political systems especially in Africa. They are mostly engaged in transfer when they attend formal educational trainings overseas, conferences, and official case study visits outside their national boundaries.

This study argues that apart from being agents of policy transfer, domestic policy actors including non-elite actors also play a critical role of determining the outcome of implementation of the transferred policies across Africa. This is the case because they are officially required to implement government policies including the transferred reform strategies and programs in their jurisdictions. In addition, local policy actors not international donor countries and organisations, determine the actual allocation of human and material resources necessary for the effective roll-out of reform strategies in Africa. But the critical roles of domestic policy actors in resources allocation and policy implementation have been ignored by the first wave literature on policy transfer across LDCs.

Table 1. Summary of the First Wave Literature on Policy Transfer Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/n</th>
<th>Key Issue</th>
<th>Dolowitz and Marsh (1996, 2000) explanations</th>
<th>Major Critique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Causes of policy transfer | • Coercive pressure. One or more governments/donors can force another government to accept a new policy  
• The use of conditional modalities of transfer by donors can lead to policy transfer  
• Voluntary transfer is cause by dissatisfaction with the status | • Ignores domestic factors that can cause policy transfer to occur with or without international pressure for reform in LDCs  
• Both international pressures and domestic factors are responsible for policy implementation |
Factors that determine the effective implementation of transfer

- International pressure can push governments to implement policy transfer for fear of lagging behind and losing the benefits of transfer
- Uninformed, incomplete and inappropriate transfer as reasons for implementation failure

Domestic factors and actors not only international conditions shaped the outcome of implementation of transfer in LDCs

- They focus more on reasons for policy transfer failures rather than factors that shaped the effective implementation of transfer especially in LDCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>Factors that determine the effective implementation of transfer</th>
<th>Transfer in LDCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International pressure can push governments to implement policy transfer for fear of lagging behind and losing the benefits of transfer</td>
<td>• Domestic factors and actors not only international conditions shaped the outcome of implementation of transfer in LDCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Uninformed, incomplete and inappropriate transfer as reasons for implementation failure</td>
<td>• They focus more on reasons for policy transfer failures rather than factors that shaped the effective implementation of transfer especially in LDCs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Literature review

The Second Wave Literature on Policy Transfer: A Critique of the First Wave

The preceding section presented a review of the extant literature on the first wave of policy transfer. The section started the discussion by referencing the work of Rose (1991, 1993) on lesson drawing as the driver to Dolowitz and Marsh (1996) renowned literature on policy transfer. This section presents the second wave literature on policy transfer.

The second wave literature are those that critiqued the work of Rose (1991, 1993) on lesson drawing and Dolowitz and Marsh (1996, 2000) on policy transfer. These include the works of Evans and Davies (1999), Evans (2004, 2009), James and Lodge (2003) and so on. These literature have acknowledged that Dolowitz and Marsh had led efforts in putting together concepts to develop a framework for the study of policy transfer. However, they noted that Dolowitz and Marsh (1996) framework on: ‘…policy transfer analysis does not have full explanation’ (Evans & Davies, 1999:364) of the domestic and international circumstances that are likely to bring about policy transfer to occur. Dolowitz and Marsh (1996) explanations on why policy transfer happens: ‘…places more emphasis on globalisation processes and ignored domestic factors’ (Evans & Davies, 1999:365) that can cause policy transfer especially in LDCs. As a result, the roles of domestic factors in causing policy transfer across political systems are largely neglected in the first wave literature.

Another limitation of the first wave literature on policy transfer is that it: ‘…focused
exclusively on the study of policy transfer between developed countries’ (Evans, 2009:244). As a result, the dynamics of policy transfer activities in the global south are largely under-researched. Consequently, many of the issues regarding policy transfer in the global south are based on assumptions not empirical evidence. In addition, rather than identifying the factors that shaped the outcome of policy transfer, the first wave literature describes policy implementation: ‘…failure as different forms of transfer’ (James and Lodge, 2003:179). Thus, there is little emphasis on how domestic factors and actors shape the outcome of policy transfer across political systems especially in Africa.

Key Arguments in the Second Wave Literature on Policy Transfer

Sequel to the limitations highlighted in the first wave literature on policy transfer, the second wave literature advocated for: ‘…a multi-level action based approach to the study of policy transfer’ (Evans, 2009:243). It argues for the need to consider domestic and international circumstances that are likely to bring about policy transfer to occur across political systems (see Evans, 2009; Evans & Davies, 1999; James & Lodge, 2003). This is the case because policy transfers analysis that recognises the importance of external factors and domestic structures and their ability to affect outcome would give full understanding of the dynamics of transfer across political systems. But the problem is that the second wave literature also focused on the study of policy transfer in the global north with little attention on transfer activities in the global south. It places more emphasis on the use of conditional modality of transfer by donors as the major causes of policy transfer across political systems especially in LDCs.

Conditional policy transfer refers to the use of incentives to influence transfer or punish those who refuse to transfer (Evans, 2004; 2006). Recipient governments are compelled by the powerful: ‘…donor countries, global financial institutions, supranational institutions, international organisations or transnational corporations to introduce policy change in order to secure grants, loans or other forms of inward investment’ (Evans, 2006:11). In this type of transfer, the recipient countries are usually denied freedom of policy choice. This is the case because resources are used as incentive or punishment to influence policy transfer. In the context of Africa, donors’ approach has been that no policy transfer or public sector reform, no money and other forms of development assistance (Evans, 2006; Peters, 1997; Tambulasi, 2011).

Understandably, conditional policy transfer is common across Africa due to the dependence of African governments on financial aids, technology transfer and development assistance on governments in the global north (Benson, 2018; Evans, 2004; Evans & Davies, 1999). In this context, the decisions to transfer and implement reforms across LDCs are regarded in the second wave literature on policy transfer as the major initiative of the international policy actors not necessarily the recipient governments and other domestic policy actors in Africa. This is because donors in most cases controlled the agenda of negotiations and decide the particular policy that would be transferred to Africa (Dunlop, 2014; Larmour, 2002). Donors targets might not necessarily be to improve service delivery across Africa but: ‘…to protect their loans and credit facilities granted to Africa countries’ (O moyefa, 2008). Donors’
involvement in the transfer in some cases is through conditional funding of security, electoral, agricultural, and educational programs across the continent (Burke & Sridhar, 2013; McGrath & Maiye, 2010). Although, the use of conditionality by donor organisations and countries might be responsible for public sector reforms, they are not the only causes of policy transfer across LDCs especially in Africa. This is the case because domestic factors and actors are among the critical drivers for policy transfer and public sector reforms across the continent not only donors’ conditionality.

The problem is that the second wave literature prioritises external drivers as the major causes of policy transfer and public sector reforms across Africa with little attention to domestic factors. The literature emphasis that donors compel LDCs to introduce policy change in order to secure grants, loans or other forms of inward investment and the recipient countries are denied freedom of choice in that continent (see Benson, 2018; Evans, 2004 2006; Evans & Davies, 1999). Consequently, the second wave literature concludes that: ‘…the political economy of most developing countries throughout the 1980s and 1990s has been characterised by the implementation of SAPs in return for investment from IMF, or the World Bank’ (Evans, 2009:245). This claim ignores the role of domestic factors and actors especially in Africa capable of causing policy transfer to occur with or without international pressure for reform. Domestic developments in Africa which include the change of government, citizens’ demand for change, natural disaster and campaign strategies are capable of causing policy transfer to occur in that continent.

The second wave literature noted that: ‘…the study of policy transfer is incomplete without an implementation perspectives’ (Evans and Davies 1999:379) but failed to outline the factors that shape the outcomes of implementation of transfer across political systems. It considers international pressures from donor countries and organisations as the major determinants of the effective roll-out of reform across LDCs (see Evans & Davies, 1999; James & Lodge, 2003). The problem is that this claim largely neglected the role of local policy actors in reform implementation especially in LDCs. Local policy actors such as politicians, career civil servants, students’ unions and the citizens play a key role that determines the effective roll-out of the transferred policies across Africa. Local politicians are responsible for the allocation of resources for the effective roll-out of reforms. Career civil servants are officially required to implement government policies and programs which include the internationally endorsed reform strategies adopted by their government. The role of these local actors in policy transfer processes and in determining the outcome of transfer across LDCs should not be overlooked.

Table 2. Summary of the Second Wave Literature on Policy Transfer Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/n</th>
<th>Key Issue</th>
<th>Evans and Davies (1999), James and Lodge (2003), Evans (2004) arguments</th>
<th>Major critique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Causes of policy</td>
<td>• Domestic and international</td>
<td>• Places emphasis more on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Factors that shape the outcomes of implementation of transferred policies

| 
| 
| 
| 
| **2** | **3** | **4** |
| Factors that shape the outcomes of implementation of transferred policies | Donors’ conditionality leads to the implementation of internationally formulated reform strategies across LDCs | Domestic factors and actors not only donors’ conditions determine the effective roll-out of reforms in LDCs |
| - Mainly in the global north | - Does not clearly say how local non-elite policy actors shape the outcome of implementation of policy transfer across LDCs |
| - Emphasis on the role of elite actors in policy transfer | - Neglected the role of non-elite actors in policy transfer |

Source: Literature review

**The Third Wave Literature on Policy Transfer: A New Wave that Addresses the Problems of the First and Second Waves**

The above section presented the second wave literature on policy transfer that critiqued the work of Rose (1991, 1993) on lesson drawing and Dolowitz and Marsh (1996, 2000) on policy transfer. This section presents the third wave framework of understanding the dynamics of policy transfer in LDCs as a new wave that addresses the limitations of the first and the second wave literature. The third wave literature are those that critiqued the first and second wave literature on policy transfer and proposed a new wave which suggests that local context and non-elite policy actors mediate the nature of policy transfer across political systems in LDCs (see Anonymous, 2018; Stone, 2017; Di, 2018; Evans, 2019; Walker, 2019 and Sahin, 2019).

In the last two decades, new frameworks for the study of the dynamics of policy transfer across political systems have emerged. These new perspectives of policy transfer are the Political Nexus Triad (PNT), the third wave policy transfer framework, a multi-level perspective of policy transfer and so on (see Peck & Theodore, 2001, 2015; Common, 2001, 2004 and Evans & Davies, 1999, Anonymous, 2018). The central argument of the aforementioned studies is that local context arbitrates the nature of policy transfer and the outcome of their implementations across political systems. But while the aforementioned studies target the role of elite actors in policy transfer, this study is concerned with how the
conduct of both elite and non-elite policy actors causes policy transfer and the effective implementation of the transferred policy across LDCs. It highlights the domestic contextual factors that mediates the outcome of transfer across political systems especially in Africa. Thus the third wave literature prioritizes both domestic demand for change and the international pressures as factors responsible for policy transfer across political systems. It argues that local factors and actors not donors’ conditionality shape the outcomes of implementation of transferred polices in Africa. The key arguments of the new third wave literature on policy transfer are highlighted below.

i. The occurrence of policy transfer is promoted in situations where there is alignment of domestic aspirations for change and international demand for public sector reforms in Africa (Hadjisky, Pal, & Walker, 2017; Liu, Adams, & Walker, 2018). Domestic factors such as the change of government, natural disasters, and citizens’ demand on their government for reforms are capable of causing policy transfer to occur not only international pressures. In Africa, politicians and political parties use policy transfer and public sector reforms as campaign strategies for winning elections (Karyeija, 2012; Alabi, 2012; Lipsky, 2010, Anonymous, 2018). When there is agreement between the global pressure for change and the local desire for reform; career public servants, political parties, academics, and policy experts are engaged in policy transfer from the international arena into their political systems across Africa (Afinotan, 2014; Bates & Krueger, 1993; Peck & Theodore, 2001). They are mostly engaged in transfer when they attend formal educational trainings overseas, conferences and official overseas visits to study public sector reforms in other countries.

ii. Change of government especially from military junta to liberal democracy normally provides the much-needed opportunity for both local and international policy actors to introduce new reforms in LDCs (Batley & Larbi, 2004). This was partly because military governments are hostile to public sector reforms that would improve transparency and accountability in the political system (Okonjo & Kwaako, 2007; Sokomani, 2009). This is because military government lacks transparency and are not normally accountable to the people. They are in most cases not friendly to the transfer of programs, policy ideas, institutions and the adoption of public sector reforms that would promote open government in their political systems. The change of government from military junta to liberal democracy encourages citizens, students, religious and traditional institutions as well as the career civil servants to demand that the new democratic regime implement reforms to improve efficiency, transparency and accountability in the delivery of public services.

iii. Local policy actors not only international pressures mediate the outcomes of implementation of the transferred policies across Africa (Anonymous, 2018; Common, 2004; Massey, 2009; Peck & Theodore, 2001). Domestic factors and actors shape the outcomes of reforms implementation across political systems in Africa. This is the case because the effective roll-out of public policies and government programs significantly depend on actions of all critical domestic actors including non-elite policy actors who are in most cases responsible for executing government reforms across Africa. Politicians implement reforms that would make them popular and lead to victory in future elections. Any reform that might lead to job losses which would make the party unpopular in the country would face political
resistance at the level of implementation. In this regard, the effective implementation of reform are constrained by the open or secret political resistance by entrenched vested political interests across political systems in Africa (Anonymous, 2018; Benson & Jordan, 2011; Walker, 2019 and Sahin, 2019). Understandably, winning future elections has been a major driver for public sector reform by many political parties across Africa and they might not be totally committed to implementing reforms that might affect their electoral chances. This domestic political level commitment in policy transfer and reform implementation is critical across political systems (see McCourt, 2003; Peck & Theodore, 2001; Hadjiisky, Pal and Walker, 2017; Liu, Adams, and Walker, 2018). It reflects the priorities and orientations of domestic politics and emphasises the importance of socio-political conditions as the determinants of the effective rollout of public sector reforms in the continent. Political support in the terms of adequate financial allocation for reform programs, providing basic infrastructures and training to the personnel responsible for reform implementation are basic local conditions for the effective implementation of the transferred policies in Africa not only donors conditionality. Thus, it is safe to conclude that the disparities in the outcomes of the implementation of transfers between the global north and the global south deeply depends on the variation of institutional, political, cultural contexts (Hadjiisky, Pal and Walker, 2017; Walker, 2019 and Sahin, 2019).

Domestic civil servants’ commitment to policy transfer and the implementation of the borrowed ideas and programs is another basic requirement for the effective rollout of policy transfer across Africa (see Walker, 2019 and Sahin, 2019; McCourt et al. 2001; Peck & Theodore, 2001). They play the dual role of policy making and policy implementation in their jurisdictions. Their support for policy transfer is crucial because they might frustrate the implementation of the transferred policies they are not in support of. They do this by non-compliance with the political directives on reforms and in so doing sabotage policy implementation (see Anonymous, 2018; McCourt et al. 2001; Lispky, 2010). Similarly, the lack of support of policy transfer and reform by the junior civil servants and the citizens can create a problem. It can present a lack of ownership of reform strategies by the junior civil servants who are mostly responsible for implementing government policies including public sector reforms across Africa (Anonymous, 2018; McCourt et al. 2001). Their support for policy transfer and inclusion in the process of transfer are necessary requirements for the effective implementation of transfer ideas across political systems in Africa.

iv. The availability of basic infrastructures and economic conditions of the citizens are important local factors that mediate the outcome of policy transfer across LDCs (see McCourt, 2001; Tambulasi, 2011; Tettey, 2001). These local factors include electricity supply, poverty and educational level, security of life and property and so on. Uninterrupted electricity supply is required for the effective rollout of e-government reforms because it is the electricity that provides power to computers, e-passport machines and other adopted technologies. The availability of the internet to all citizens is a necessary requirement for the success of e-government reforms across political systems in Africa. This matter because when citizens have no access to the internet, the governments’ targets for the online service delivery will be ineffective. Citizens need to have uninterrupted access to electricity, internet,
and have some level of education for them to patronise e-information and e-service. But the availability of these critical infrastructures cannot be guaranteed in many rural areas across Africa (Anonymous, 2018; Sichuan, 2009; Tambulasi, 2011). These decisive infrastructures are among the key determinants of the outcome of implementation of transferred technologies, policy ideas, reform programs and so on across Africa not only donors’ conditionality (Benson, 2018). These local conditions matter a great deal in policy transfer because they determine the level of implementations of the transferred reform strategy across the continent.

**Theoretical Contributions**

The extant literature prioritise external pressure from donors as the major causes of policy transfer across LDCs and see donors’ conditionality as a determinant of the effective roll out of the transferred policies across Africa. This approach neglected the potential role of domestic factors in causing policy transfer and ignores the relevance of local contextual factors and non-elite actors in shaping the outcome of implementation of transferred policies in Africa. It is in this regard that this paper argues that donors might cause policy transfer but they cannot determine the outcome of the implementation of the transferred policy across political systems in Africa. This paper makes a unique contribution by proposing a third wave approach to policy transfer that first prioritises the role of non-elite domestic policy actors in shaping the outcome of implementation of policy transfer across Africa. The study also highlights the relevance of local factors and domestic actors in causing policy transfer to occur across political systems in LDCs.

**The Role of Non-elite Policy Actors in the Implementation of Policy Transfer**

While the mainstream public policy literature recognises the roles played by multiple actors, the focus in transfer literature is on elites policy actors. This section analyses the role of other stakeholders: the non-elites, including junior civil servants and citizens who are also involved in policy transfer in LDCs across Africa. The main focus is on how these non-elites-stakeholders determine the outcomes of the transferred policies and programs across Africa. Junior civil servants and the citizens are among the key local policy actors who also shaped the outcomes of implementation of policy transfer and public sector reform across LDCs. The first and the second wave literatures ignored these critical domestic policy actors in the transfer of public sector reform strategies across political systems. Junior civil servants are in practice officially responsible for implementing policies and programs of government (Lipsky, 2010; Anonymous, 2018).

The citizens are the consumers of public goods and services and their exclusion creates a problem of lack of ownership of the transferred reform strategies by government agencies. It might also creates the fear that the successful roll-out of the transferred public sector reform could lead to massive job loses especially among the junior government employees. In addition, it presents a lack of trust of government institutions and confidence in the services they provide among the citizens who are the final consumers due to lack of involvement in the transfer process. As a result, the support for the effective roll-out of the transferred programs from the junior civil servants and the citizens’ would likely be mixed because of
the assumption of job insecurity among this category of government employees. The extant literature argues that an: ‘...important condition for policy transfer and implementation is that all relevant actors are included in the process’ (Evans 2004:120). But the citizens and the junior civil servants as critical stakeholders were not prioritised in the first and second wave literature of policy transfer across political systems. Consequently, this partly leads to lack of ownership of the transferred policies by these domestic critical stakeholders across political systems which leads to policy implementation failures. This paper argues that the ownership of reforms after transfer by all relevant domestic policy actors which in this case includes the citizens and junior civil servants is a necessary condition for the effective implementation of policy transfer across political systems.

The effective roll-out of policy transfer supported by the elites actors such as politicians, and donors can be undermined by bureaucratic resistance from the junior civil servants when they are not in support of such reforms. It is important to note that the lack of involvement of the junior civil servants in the process of transfer across political systems is not a legitimate reason for bureaucratic resistance because the civil service rule does not require the elite actors to involve the non-elite actors in policy transfer. But the non-elite policy actors need to be involved as stakeholders for them to own the transferred policies and patronise the products and services of policy transfer. This is a necessary conditions for a successful roll-out of policy transfer across political systems across LDCs.

**Local Factors and Actors not only International Donors’ Pressure Shape the Outcome of Implementation of Policy transfer**

Although the mainstream literature on policy transfer focused more on donors’ conditionality’s as the main determinant of reform implementation across LDCs (see Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996, 2000), this section demonstrates that local contextual factors and domestic actors not only international pressure determine the outcome of implementation of policy transfer in Africa. The local policy actors include both elite and non-elite actors such as the senior civil servants, politicians, professional and cultural associations, citizens, student unions and the junior government employees among others. These actors should not only be considered as mere local agents of transfer as did by the mainstream literature on policy transfer but as a critical domestic determinant of the outcomes of the implementation of transfer especially in LDCs. Each of them have an important role to play in the transfer process that ultimately shaped the outcomes of the transfer across political systems. While politicians and senior civil servants are mostly involved in policy making including policy transfer, junior civil servants are responsible for implementing government policies and public sector reforms (Anonymous, 2018).

Professionals, cultural and religious leaders give critical advice to senior government officials and politicians on policy matters. Cultural opinions on policy transfer and public sector reforms especially in Africa are important because culture defines what is acceptable and what is not including policy transfer and public sector reforms (Anonymous, 2018 & Tambulasi, 2011). But the role of culture and the domestic non-elite policy actors in policy transfer across LDCs has been largely ignored in the mainstream literature on policy transfer.
Similarly, the extant literature only mentioned citizens as agents of transfer without emphasis on the critical role they play in the effective implementation of policy transfer as the final consumers of transfer services. Further, the literature ignores the important role of student unions as pressure groups and end-users of public policy in the transfer circle. This paper argues that the support of this category of non-elite policy actors in the process of policy transfer is a necessary condition for the effective implementation of the transferred programs across political systems. There is need therefore for the involvement of all these domestic policy actors before, during and after the transfer for the acceptability and the effective roll-out of the transfer especially in LDCs. When any of these local actors is not involved in the process of transfer, it creates a feeling of exclusion and lack of ownership of the transferred programs, institutions, policy and reform strategy.

In addition, the support for the programs, institutions and reform strategy would remain mixed as can be expected with the transfer of reforms that excluded some key local policy actors. Mixed support for policy transfer can lead to poor patronage of reform, institutions and their services. The role of local factors in policy transfer has been discussed in the extant literature (see Benson, 2018, Tambulasi, 2011). In Africa, the domestic setting plays an important role in any reform programmes and should not be ignored by any government or organisations bringing new reforms to the region to avoid unsuccessful implementation of the transferred programs, institutions and policy.

Table 3. Summary of the first and second wave arguments and the third wave proposals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Issue</th>
<th>First Wave Literature Arguments</th>
<th>Second Wave Literature Arguments</th>
<th>The Third Wave Proposals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Arguments:
- Coercive pressure. One or more governments/donors can force another government to accept a new policy
- The use of conditional modalities of transfer by donors can lead to policy transfer
- Voluntary transfer is caused by dissatisfaction with the status quo by policy actors Limitations:
- It ignores domestic coercive and conditional factors that can cause policy transfer to occur with or without international pressure for reform

Arguments:
- Domestic and international elite factors are responsible for policy transfer

Limitations:
- Places more emphasis on donors’ conditionality as a major cause of transfer in LDCs
- Says little on domestic drivers for policy transfer especially in Africa

- Non-elite domestic policy actors not only elite factors are responsible for policy transfer across LDCs
Factors that shape the outcomes of implementation of transferred policies

| International pressure can push governments to implement policy transfer for fear of lagging behind and losing the benefits of transfer. |
| Uninformed, incomplete and inappropriate transfer as reasons for implementation failure. |
| Donors’ conditionality leads to the implementation of internationally formulated reform strategies across LDCs. |
| Non-elite domestic policy actors partly shaped the outcome of policy implementation. |
| Limits: |
| Domestic factors and actors not only international conditions shape the outcome of transfer in LDCs. |
| They focus more on reasons for policy transfer failures rather than factors that shape the effective implementation of transfer especially in LDCs. |
| Limitations: |
| Domestic factors and actors not only donors’ conditions determine the effective roll-out of reforms in LDCs. |
| Does not clearly say how local policy actors shape the outcome of implementation of policy transfer in LDCs. |
| Focus of the study: |
| Mainly in the global north |
| Emphasis on the role of elite actors in policy transfer |
| Mainly in the global south |
| Emphasis on the role of non-elite actors in policy transfer in LDCs |

Source: Literature Review

Conclusion

This paper proposed a third wave literature on policy transfer that addresses the existing limitations in the first and second wave literature. It concludes that while the first wave literature failed to give prominence to the importance of local factors in causing policy transfer, the second wave literature say little about how domestic factors can lead to policy transfer to occur especially in LDCs. It is in this regards that the third wave literature examines how both domestic factors and international pressures cause policy transfer across Africa to bridge the gap in the extant literature on transfer in LDCs. The first wave literature on transfer emphasised the use of coercive force by donors to cause policy transfer across LDCs. The second wave literature considers donors pressure as conditions for the effective implementation of the transferred reform strategies across Africa. However, the conclusion drawn from the third wave is that local factors and actors not only donors’ conditionality are responsible for policy transfer in LDCs. Similarly, these local factors and actors not donors’
pressure are the major determinants of the effective implementation of the transferred reform strategies across Africa. This is more so because coercive policy transfer is no longer common given that many political systems are sovereign entities in the 21st Century.
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